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As a celebration for the new year, Andy Shaw has decided to share his own
experience and knowledge to help other people break down their own negative
barriers, so they too may become successful in 2015.
(Newswire.net -- January 2, 2015) Steyning, West Sussex -- Andy Shaw has recently
spoken out about his own personal success, revealing several key factors that helped
make him become a successful millionaire. He said... "With a new year about to begin,
success in 2015
many people who have never before been able to achieve their goals will be hoping that
their life long dreams will soon become a reality, so I have decided to just discuss what
helped me eventually get what I wanted from life to become successful as a good example for others to follow."

The best selling author of "A Bug Free Mind" says that there are basically several concepts that are stopping people
from achieving their goals, the most significant one being the act of doubting. He said... "Doubt is a hidden insidious
problem found within all adults, although as children we are able to respond and live without doubt, but as we mature,
we are educated about the "likelihood" of something working out for us, and it's that very knowledge which today eats
away at our dreams and desires."

Mr Shaw expanded by saying... "It does it silently, hiding in the shadows and only occasionally showing itself to you so
that you can see it, and when you see it your ego wraps it up in the disguise of being a preventative benefit to you. So
not only can you not see it, but you cannot see the harm it has done to you! Now very quickly your ego will say to you,
no, he’s wrong, your doubt is helping you. After all the "likelihood" of it happening is so small that you do not want to
get your hopes up and believe in something which will result in you feeling let down and not want to try again, do you?"

He continued... "Or another example is, finding a person to be with, or to employ, or to go into business with, whatever,
you name it! If you doubt that you can find them and you tell yourself to be realistic because that’s the logical thing to
do otherwise you’ll be let down and will look a fool in some way. Then guess what you are creating in your mind. You
don’t find the person, but your ego quickly tells you that you are not a fool and you were right to dare not to dream.
You don’t get Financial Freedom, but now your ego quickly tells you that you are a fool and you knew you shouldn’t
get your hopes up. Now you should keep quiet otherwise other people will see you as a fool."

Andy concluded by saying... "Do you see the insidious nature of your doubt? Do you see how this invisible problem is
killing your progress because you cannot see it’s near continuous mis-direction! As I said, it can take months or years
of work to reveal to yourself your own self doubts. It can take ten’s of thousands of words to reveal the invisible
problems. And now because you ‘know’ that this invisible problem is this much of a problem.

NOW your ego gets to use that too. As knowledge is not power, the correct application of knowledge is. The nuances
of this problem are quickly lost or overtaken by your life situation so you cannot fix them. The secret is to learn exactly
how to create the mind state around whatever you desire so that you can see it has happened. Everything is
explained in detail in the first five chapters of "A Bug Free Mind," a complementary start-up pack for everyone,
which can be downloaded from the official website."
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